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Abstract: We describe a simpic method for calculating correlation
times and complex polarisahilities -From the orientational autocorrelation
functions of molecules executing rotational Brownian motion. The
exprussion for the autocorrelation function is first rearranged to
display oxplicitly its asymptotic form for large times. We apply the
method to recent results on the eutocorrelation functions for linear
and spherical-top molecules.
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Calculations Ci, 2, 3] of the normalized orientational autocorrelation




= ÷ ‘St+”’ (2)
with 2’ kT/IB’ I is the moment of inertia and ‘Bis the frictional
relaxation time. The form (1) is inconvenient as it stands for the computa
tion [14] of quantities such as the complex polarisation and the correlation
times. It is the purpose of this note to show how by a simple rearrangement
of ths expression (2) one can readily obtain these quantities, and to give
explicit expressions for them. The point is that one must calculate integrals
of the form
ç tep t S Stscs e..
which are intractable as they stand; using the powor series for the exponential
function does not help mattcrs as S0 ScLs increases linearly as t
increases, instead we use the identity
JSss Scoot ± SS(S)S(oOJS —3iSs—Scd
to write (2) as






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In the expression for Il(((i)) we have used (16) to eliminate in favour of
Gi1 . The first term on the right hand side of (18) is of the same form
as the well-known Rocard empirical expression [5]; the second and third
terms are of order end relative to the first.
The calculation of S(e) to a given order in involves considerably
more labour for a linear molecule then for a spherical-top molecule. In [3]
the calculations of S(t) for a linear molecule was carried through to order
from these results we have
) (19)
+ tjj+)-]÷ L- +
—
Many authors (see for example [5]) hove pointed out that the leading
terms in the expression for ‘&))cc,n be cast in the Rocard form. However,
it does not seem to have been noticed that, by eliminating T in favour of
the first correction can be made of relative order , rather than of
order
It is of interest to compare the expression (5) for the autocorrelation
function with the classical theory of Debye which neglects inertial effects,
corresponding to setting ,41 2.VE P(t ‘ in (5). The theory
used to derive expressions of the fOrm (1) uses a stochastic representation
of the medium surrounding the molecule. The state of the surrounding medium
(the heat bath) is described by a single parameter, the temperatureT; the
interaction of the molecule with the heat bath is also described by a single
parameter, the rotational drag coefficient TB . Two relaxation times
appear in the theory: IB/y and B4 ; the theory is valid when their
ratio ““
_T/TE’ is small. The autocorrelation functions fall
off exponentially on the scale of IB/T , and the short-time correction
factor F(t) tends to unity on the scale of B . Thus the inertial
corrections to the Oebye theory enter in two ways:
(1) There is a modified short-time behaviour described by F(t-)
(2) The long-time behaviour is still exponential but with a modified
Debye time and a modified normalization A
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